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Committee

UFO cultists cancel

formulating

San Jose meeting

layoff policy

because of publicity

By Jim Mackowski
The professional standards cornmittee of the Academic Senate Monday
began working on faculty layoff
guidelines to be used in the event of a
decline in enrollment

0

4t

No guidelines resulted front the
meeting, which was the first time the
committee considered the faculty
layoff guidelines.
SJSU President John Bunzel, at the
Sept. 29 meeting of the senate, urged
the committee to hold hearings and
hear testimony before any guidelines
are considered.
The committee tried to agree on a
definition of overstaffing and the
phrase "lack of funds and lack of work"
contained in Title V. Dr. Robert
Sasseett, dean of faculty and a committee member, said the phrase is now
used to justify layoffs in the state
university and colleges.
Title V, according to Sasseen, is front
a group of formal enactments of the
California State University and
Colleges system board of trustees
Title V carries the weight of law for
the state universities, Sasseen said.
a
received
committee
The
memorandum prepared by Sasseen at
Bunzel’s request regarding the layoff
guidelines.
Sasseen said in the memorandum,
’’Title V uses only the vague phrase
’lack of funds or lack of work.’ This
needs to be specified in a reasonable,
defensable way for each YSA (teaching
service area).
"We need for each TSA
specification of an appropriate staffing
level which can serve as the measure of
both overstaffing and understaffing.
We need a starting point, and a
procedure for reaching a final determination of appropriate staffing
levels."
He said there are many ways to
define "lack of work" and one way is to
use a faculty-student ratio, which he
said is approximately 18 to 1 at SJSU.
George Sicular, a civil engineering
professor and a senate member, said he
would like to "share the misery" if
layoffs become necessary.

muenII

Sicular said if enrollment declines by
five per cent putting tenured and
probationary faculty in danger of
layoffs, the entire faculty take a five
per cent cut in pay and a five per cent
reduction in teaching load.

This multi -level fountain which highlights the new Paseo de San Antonio will be dedicated Friday.

Urban renewal mall opening
with campus, city ceremonies
The completion of an urban renewal project will be
celebrated Friday with the opening of a downtown
pedestrian mall in San Jose.
The Paseo de San Antonio is a three-block long mall
extending from Market to Third streets. Dedication
ceremonies will be at 11:30 a.m. and will feature city,
chamber of commerce and university officials.
The $2.4 million mall, which began construction in April

1974, is the newest development in the ever-changing
central core area. It will include trees, benches and a
multi-level fountain.
Ron James, chamber of commerce president, said
either President John Bunzel or Dr. Burton Brazil,
executive vice president, will speak on behalf of SJSU.
Mayor Janet Gray Hayes will officially turn on the
fountain, which is one of the major attractions of the new
Paseo.
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By John A. Ytreus
Holland later visited Minnesota,
A meeting scheduled for tonight of a Pebble’s home state, and reportedly
group saying humans will evolve to a frequented the Minneapolis area.
higher physical state with the the aid of Pebble told the Daily that her home
alien beings has been cancelled by a town was located somewhere in
couple calling themselves P. Paul western Minnesota. Pebble came to the
campsite with two of her friends who
Morgenstern and, Pebble.
The Daily has also learned that Paul were already members of the
Morgenstern is really Doug Cronin of organization.
Conyers, Georgia.
The pair has passed out leaflets in the Holland’s mother Monday released a
SJSU area for the past several weeks letter written by her son telling of the
and also attempted to reserve a group’s "strange beliefs."
meeting room in the Student Union.
The letter gave no return address
According to reporter Michael Cronk
of the Mercury-News, he received a because the group has recently warned
letter yesterday from Cronin informing it’s members that any two-way comthe press that the meeting tonight at the munication with friends or families will
San Jose Main Library is being can- result in severe punishment by the
aliens from outer space.
celled.
The letter cited the reason for can"Paul and Pebble" spoke August 26
cellation as the publicity the story has
received since a UPI report of 20 at Canada College in Redwood City. A
Newport, Oregon residents vanishing tape recording of that speech later
after attending a meeting sponsored by reached the Mercury-News.
the group’s leaders.
The origin of the organization has
Pebble Jamit, who has admitted she
is not using her real name, called the beet traced to a campsite near
San JoseCity Hallswitch board Monday Durango, Colorado, where a couple
’tight and asked for the library. She was described as "middle aged" and
’straight" converted about 20 followers
inadvertantly switched to the night
a
police desk and Pebble told a surprised to belief that alien beings I which they
night desk official that the meeting was liescribed themselves as) have come to
earth to finish Christ’s work and recruit
canceled.
When the officer identified hiniself members to spread their gospel.
and asked what her name was, Pebble
Recently the couple has been
became flustered and hung up.
After notification of the cancellation, referred to as "The Two" and have
librarian Homer Fletcher yesterday been sighted recently in Newport,
Oregon WI [ere 20 residents have apcirculated a news release officially
their
cancelling the meeting. He cited the parently vanished and left
children. The pair were also sighted at
letter, Pebble’s phone call and the
a Gold Beach, Oregon campground
library’s inablity to contact Cronin as
which is Near the California border.
the reasons for the cancellation.
The name of Cronin was linked to
Paul Morgenstern’s yesterday when
the San Jose Police contacted a source
in Georgia.
According to Rick Allen of the
Atlanta Constitution which is investigating the story in Georgia, Cronin
was attending DeKalb Community
College when he disappeared.
Morgenstern ( Cronin ) informed the
Daily last week that he was "attending
a junior college in Georgia" when he
became "restless" and left home.
Allen added that a description by
Cronin’s sister matches the description
of Paul Morgenstern and she added that
By Doug Ernst
Cronin left home because of his
Dr. James Willis
yesterday
restlessness.
Cronin apparently left Conyers, characterized fears expressed by some
Economics
Department
faculty
Georgia with a companion, John
Holland, to join a "commune’: members as "a bunch of rubbish."

Willis says
fears are
rubbish’

Suit considered

Gun ruling

Econ professor

by black student

to protect

McBride dehired
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By Jim Mackowski
The black student who charged
Sigma
Chi
fraternity
with
discrimination has not filed any formal
charges or sought legal counsel
because he said he has not had time.
"But I intend to take some further
action just as soon as I have enough
time to go through the procedures of
interviewing a few people and getting
some legal advice," said Charles
O’Neill Jones, a senior theater arts
major.
Jones charged recently that Sigma
Chi discriminated against him last
semester.
Keith Sprenkel, who was president of
the SJSU chapter of Sigma Chi last
semester, said the fraternity has done
nothing regarding Jones’ charges.
Jones’ charges are merely "his
opinion," Sprenkel added.
Will consult legal advice
"First of all I’m going to see the legal
advice office at the Student Union and
see what kind of feedback I get from
them," Jones said Monday in a
telephone interview.
"If I have to, I’ll seek outside attorneys," Jones added.
Jones said if he takes legal action
against Sigma Chi, it will be "before the
end of the semester."
While he has not talked to anyone in
the university administration about his

charges, Jones said he wants to talk to
I/on DuShane, assistant to the dean of
student services and a fraternity adviser, before taking formal action.
No action taken
DuShane said yesterday he had not
heard from Jones since the charges
were ittade.
Jones said he wants to ask DuShane
about Sigma Chi’s charter and "what
type of credibility they have as a
fraternity."
"I have to find out exactly what their
charter states and learn a little
background about the fraternity itself,"
Jones said.
He said he also wants to know if
Sigma Chi has "tried to live up to any
type of affirmative action since it has
been reinstated."
Sigma Chi expelled in ’67
In 1967 Sigma Chi was expelled from
university recognition after a hearing
found the fraternity had a policy of
permitting the national organization to
deny membership based on race,
religion or national origin.
The fraternity was then expelled
from campus recognition because of
alleged discriminatory practices.
The ban against Sigma Chi was lifted
in 1968 after the executive committee of
Sigma Chi adopted a new policy which
conformed to state college fraternity
practices in California.

says Dumke
Protection of students and staff
members of the California State
University and College (CSUC) system
was the reason Chancellor Glenn S.
Dumke cited ’for his order that all
campuses arm their university police.
Dumke said in a press statement the
number of instances when campus
officers find themselves at an unarmed
disadvantage while protecting students
and faculty has risen.
Dumke said felonies on the 19campus system have increased 18 per
cent in the last two years.
Felony arrests were up 27 per cent
during the same period, Dumke added.
He cited cases at San Diego State
where an officer died of a heart attack
following a fight and a student
strangulation as examples where
firearms were needed.
Dumke also recounted the shooting of
a Sonoma Stat,e officer in April.
He said "almost all" felony arrests
were for crimes done by off-campus
persons not associated with CSUC
system.
"I regret the potential for crime
being committed on our campuses by
off-campus persons has called for officers to be concerned with more than
such traditional matters as building
security and campus parking," Dumke
said.
See related editorial

By Doug Ernst
Robert McBride, a part-time, temporary economics assistant professor,
was notified Monday he will not be
teaching at SJSU next semester.

"Anthrop said I didn’t meet the
staffing needs," McBride said.
McBride also said it was mentioned
that the two classes he teaches are no
longer needed in the department.
Anthrop could not be contacted to explain why the classes are not needed.

According to Dr. Marvin I.ee,
economics professor, McBride’s
dismissal represents the fifteenth
McBride teaches "The Economics of
dismissal in the department in the last
Racial Discrimination" (Econ 108 ),
two years.
and "Corporation Finance" ( Econ 1371.
McBride said he received a letter
"It’s pretty clear," said McBride,
from Dr. Donald Anthrop, acting
department chairman, saying his "that the department, in general, is
contract to teach will not be renewed. moving away from dealing with controversial issues, and toward technical
"It is clear," said McBride, "that I
training."
won’t be here next semester.
"They don’t have to give me any
Contract confusion
reasons at all," said McBride.
McBride was a full-time temporary
According to Anthrop’s secretary, professor for two years, before being
"he said he had nothing to say to the notified in May, 1974, that his contract
news media," and would be unavailable would not be renewed.
for comment.
Days later, McBride was told the
a
"misunBecause McBride is a temporary notification
was
faculty member, no reasons have to be derstanding," and he would be retained
given for the non-renewal of his con- on a part-time basis by the university.
tract.
He was subsequently re-hired for the
Some reasons given
1974-75 academic year.
However, McBride said he spoke to
Anthrop about the dismissal, and some
McBride said that although he does
reasons were given.
not yet have his PhD, the doctorate
"has never been a requirement for
McBride said that in his conversation part-time temporary faculty."
with Anthrop, "budget cuts" were
McBride said he will begin seeking
discussed as one of the reasons for the
employment elsewhere.
non -renewal of his contract.

Willis was responding to charges by
faculty
Department
Economics
members that those who voted against
Willis in a departmental vote of confidence may be subject to administrative dismissal.
Willis, chairman of the department
for the last five years, is presently on
sabbatical leave. The department is
being directed by acting chairman, Dr.
Donald Anthrop.
The department faculty voted 9-8 last
week to support Willis as chairman for
the coming semester.
Willis also voted on whether he should
continue as chairman or not.
"These fears," said Willis, "don’t
appear to be anything new."
Willis said the charges are "selfserving on the part of those expressing
them."
"How to get rid of self-serving fears
on the part of some," said Willis, "I
don’t know."
Asked if he expects to serve as
department chairman next semester.
Willis said, "Nobody has told me
otherwise."
Department chairmen are appointed
by SJSU President John Bunzel.
"Nobody told me I had to have a
mandate or an election," said Willis, "I
simply asked for one."
Asked what his plans for the
department are, if reappointed by
Bunzel, Willis said he hopes to bring
"stability" to the department.
"I’ve been trying to bring stability to
the Economics Department for five
years," Willis said.
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opinion
Remove Coors from Pub
On Monday, the Spartan Shops board voted to continue the
sale of Coors beer at the Spartan Pub.
That decision was wrong. It ignores both the potential for a
resulting student protest on campus and the alleged
discriminatory practices of the Adolph Coors Co.
The pub, in its first month of operation on campus, has
already been the scene of a picket line of a small group of
students.
The students, calling themselves the Coors Boycott
Coalition CRC) is asking for a total boycott of the pub until
the Spartan Shops board stops the sale of Coors.
Before the opening of the pub, Spartan Shops Director
Harry Wineroth said Coors sales would be discontinued if
there was any protest of the sales.
Wineroth said the pub is meant to serve students and
should serve what students want it to provide.
Yet once the protest began, Wineroth decided he should not
make the decision on Coors himself, and he threw the matter
to the board.
It would be unfortunate if the board’s decision was influenced by the factor that Coors is the second best selling
beer in the pub.
But it is interesting that the sale of another beer brand,
Hamms, was stopped last week because it was not selling
well.
Did the board emphasize the economic factor, and ignore
the political importance of its decison?
The Adolph Coors Co. has long had a reputation for
discrimination in its hiring and employe placement policies.
Last month, federal government filed suit against the
company.

editorial
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The suit said Coors has "intentionally engaged in unlawful
employment practices."
Coors was charged with violating the 1964 Civil Rights Act
and with using unfair hiring tests and "methods of recruitment which serve to perpetuate the company’s non-minority
work force."

fYIPLOYMENT
OFFICE

Specifically, Coors has used "all females as office and
clerical and service workers and employs substantially all
Negro and Spanish surnamed ( persons) as semi-skilled and
unskilled worker," the suit said.

MANAGEMENT
TRAINEES

Coors has been dealing with workers this way for more
than 10 years, the suit said.
In 1970, the Colorado Civil Right Commission also reported
the company was guilty of racial disccmination.
The only way that the Coors Co. can be made to change its
policies is if those practices harm the sale of its product due
to public reaction.
In other words, Coors has to be hit in the money belt.
The CBC is correct in its tactic of asking for a total boycott
of the pub, for only by curbing sales can a seller be convinced
to stop the sale of one item.
The Daily asks that the Spartan Shops board change its
decision, and ban the sale of Coors from the pub until the
legal action against the company is settled.

sturbi
Gun rationale ding
The Spartan Daily received a disturbing news release in
the mail yesterday from Chancellor Glenn Dumke explaining
his rationale for ordering the arming of campus police, which
became effective last week.
Dumke cited the rising number of felonies committed on
campus and says "the level of crime taking place in our
society at large, and coming on to our campuses from the
outside has required a reevaluation of the role of our campus
peace officers to cope with the realities of the times."
He then cited three specific incidents that occurred on state
university campuses.
The first was a student who was strangled in her dormitory
room at San Diego State University. Two days later her body
was discovered. An armed policeman could not have
changed the outcome of the event.
:d of a
Also at San Diego State, a campus police
heart attack following an altercation.
If he had been armed, it might have made that altercation
somewhat less strenous, but it is very shaky reasoning to ask
police to use deadly force instead of physically restraining
someone.
The job of a policeman will always be a physically
demanding one, and good physical health would have saved
his life, not a gun.
The third incident involved a campus policeman who was
shot and injured after he tried to break up a fight between
two men. One of the men, trying to flee the scene, shot the
policeman.
While a gun might have made a difference in this case, the
officer was at a clear disadvantage here. He was merely
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trying to break up a fight and didn’t know the other man was
armed until it was too late.
Generally, hindsight is incredibly accurate, but Dumke has
failed to establish how guns could have prevented or
changed the outcome of any of these incidents.
Instead he seems to have adopted an attitude that is based
on ingrained ideas and not on sound reasoning.
The attitude that is at work here is that Americans do not
feel as safe without guns, an attitude that seems to be
questioned only in the wake of assassinations, attempted and
successful.
The university should not be just an arm of the a community worried about violence. Rather it should be an
enlightened institution that should seek to end the gun-toting,
violence-prone attitudes that exist in America.
Not only is the chancellor’s order an overreactionjust
look at the examples he citesbut it is a poorly thought out
policy that is likely to further the mistrust and suspicion that
many students have about law enforcement officials.
A university should not be judged only by what it teaches in
its classrooms, but also by how it conducts its affairs.
Arming its security forces and adopting a seige attitude
against the community can only present a facet of itself that
we are ashamed to be a part of.

’Throat’ not intended to offend
Editor:
I would like to express my sincerest
thanks to all of those who took the time
to show concernand my deepest
apologies to those who were offended by
the activities of the A.S. program
board. This concern disappoints me in
one way, and that is that such a
"boring" ( "Deep Throat" has been
called that by many) movie should be
getting so much attention when A.S.
has so many fine programs that go
totally overlooked by students and
community alike.

student members and myself. I am the
non-voting student director.
We selected the movie for three
reasons.
The first and most important is the
overwhelming response from students
we have received from past showings of
"pornographic" films.

has been shown at both Yale and
Cornell.

The attendance at "Deep Throat"
was more than 2,000we have never
had attendance that large at any other
film showing in the past.

The third reason, highly blown out of
proportion, for "Deep Throat" was the
possibility of making a large sum of
money, which we did. With this money
we present to you such movies as "The
Sound of Music"; "Harry and Tonto";
"Young Frankenstein"; "Godfather,
Part I and II"; and also a series of the
film’s of Ingmar Bergman and much
more.

The second reason for the presentation of "Deep Throat" is our search
To clear up confusion, I would like to for diversified programing. I feel that
explain the reasoning behind the most people will agree that if
selection of "Deep Throat" as one of the everything on college campuses were
board’s programs this semester. This strictly educational we might get
movie was approved unanimously by terribly bored. This may be demonthe program board which consists of six strated in the fact that "Deep Throat"

I would like to say that the program
board has not intentionally tried to
offend anybody or to cause such excitement. We are open to any negative
or positive criticism, please feel free to
contact us.
Suzanne Allayaud
program board director

CBC demands on campus pub called

This prof was worth fighting for, ’an affront to every thinking person’
but he got only a short reprieve
By Cheryl Downey
For the second time in two years, I’ve
lost an excellent economics professor
the same one.
Rob McBride’s semester contract is
being allowed to expire after this
semester.
Two years ago, he was one of four
economics instructors let go by the
department.
I took his Economics IA class
because it is recommended for journalism majors, but ended up enjoying
it.
Being a non-mathematical person,
that was rather remarkable since I had
friends who were suffering in highly
technical and unintertesting Econ IA
classes.
While they stumbled through
mathematical jungles, I acutally began
to understand and be interested in
economics systems.
Understandably, I and other students
were upset by the loss of many good
teachers the spring semester of 1974,
including McBride.
I became involved with other
students upset over cutbacks that
seemed to affect the best and youngest
teachers more.
Many students were involved in the
one day strike that resulted. Students
refused to go to class in protest of the
severe cutbacks.
I really had little hope that it would do
any good, for my concept of student
power wasn’t really very strong. But it
was better to do something than
pretend I didn’t care at all.

(
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But the fall semester, I was surprised
to see McBride on campus again. His
contract was renewed, unlike
economics professors Andy Parnes,
David Landes and Gayle Southworth.
This semester, knowing McBride was
a good teacher and actually having
room for electives in my schedule, I

enrolled in his Economics of Racial
Discrimination class.
It’s an interesting, relevant class
with lots of discussion that I enjoy very
much.
Yesterday, the spring schedule came
out and neither McBride nor two
classes he teachesCorporate Finance
and Racial Discriminationare in it.
And this time it looks like Iand
SJSUhave lost an excellent professor
for good.

Editor:
The recent demands by our newest
policitcal pressure group on campus,
the Coors Boycott Coalition (CBC), to
stop selling Coors beer in the Spartan
Pub, is an affront to every thinking
person on campus.
I am sure that in their haste to paint
up their picket signs, the CBC
overlooked the fact that the charges of
discriminatory hiring practices by the
federal government against Coors are
just thatallegations, and until the
court suit is settled, Coors is,
presumably, innocent until proven
guilty. Oops!

Goldwater: why worry about CIA

A

comment
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surprise anyone that they are directed
against liberal Democrats who have
recently criticized the CIA and other
investigation agencies.
The Arizonan and his conservative
colleagues have repeatedly played
down the abuses and have praised the
CIA for its "efficiency."
These conservatives have repeatedly
griped that the "liberal government"
and social programs have threatened the civil liberties of their constituents.
They have consistently sanctioned
the CIA’s right to complete autonomy

right decision, so they want to eliminate
that opportunity by substituting their
own superior moral judgment.
Unfortunately, in this society we have
all too many of these Neanderthals,
who are moral cretins and who do not
hestitate to trample our individual
freedom of choice and action if it is
expedient. Clearly, these demagogues
have no appreciation for the niceties of
democratic processes.
Michael McCloskey
Senior

Student going up wall
over barriers by Tower

Editor:
I am not sure which fraternity is
responsible for the chair and Tower
gag, but my patience is wearing thin
from the people and their elected of- with the barriers set up on the sidewalk
ficials.
below.
I, for one, am tired of walking in the
Such Senators as Goldwater, Buckley
and Stennis have repeatedly favored wet grass and mud around the barrier
"national security" over the rights of instead of on the sidewalk.
I am writing to the Spartan Daily
their citizens. This is not what they
have pictured themselves as when they because I hope you can direct this letter
towards the responsible party. Would
run for re-election.
you please explain if there is a reasor
Why, if it wasn’t for us, they croon, for the barrier, because otherwise I’m
you would be living in a socialist dic- going to kick it down.
tatorship of federal programs and
Mark Harville
bureaucracy.
Drama Sophomore
Editor’s note: The temporary
Hopefully, the Senate committee will
reject such delaying tactics and con- blockade around the Tower was placed
tinue to focus on Presidential abuses of there not by a fraternity but by building
the CIA and other issues. The complete and grounds personnel, according to
story of what has been going on behind Bob Lay, supervisor of building trades.
curtains and closed doors in our
Lay said that some pieces of concrete
government must be told.
have fallen from the Tower and

when we can go after commies?
By John A. Ytreus
In an interview last week, a nostalgic
Barry Goldwater told Martin Agronsky
in a PBS interview that he will ask the
Senate Intelligence Committee to investigate charges (his own I that Soviet
agents have infiltrated "seven or nine"
Senate offices.
Goldwater, who ho-hummed reports
of domestic spying and other illegal
activities by the CIA, seems hell-bent
on digging up a 1950s style witch hunt
without the convenience of any prior
evidence.
Barry, Joseph McCarthy would be
proud of you.
While skipping obvious invasions of
privacy, the senator has centered on
attacking his colleagues. When the
charges are made public, it won’t

But the more important point is this:
Since when should a pressure group be
entitled to make our individual ethical
and political judgments for us?
By allowing the CBC to pressure us
into terminating the sale of Coors, we
are submitting to their usurpation of
our right to freedom of choice to buy or
not to buy and the right of each individual to make his own ethical
political deicions based on the merits of
the case as he sees them.
In effect CBC is saying that most
students are too ignorant to make the

pedestrains will be diverted from
beneath the Tower until repairs are
made.
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Pollution standard defined;
five alerts so far this year

Ray Laskowitc

Memorial Chapel was built in memory of those students who served in World War II.

Dedicated to World War II vets

Memorial Chapel history told
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By Irene Horn
Nestled beneath old,
towering trees, a small
church stands in tribute to
SJSU students who served in
the Armed Forces during
World War II.
A plaque posted in front of
Memorial Chapel begins
with the words "As a
memorial to students of this
college who served in the
second World War, this
chapel has been erected
forgetting all differences of
race and class and creed,
they donned a common
uniform and served a
common cause."
Merborial Chapel, open
from 7 a.m. until 10 p.m.
during school weekdays,
welcomes those who seek a
moment away from their
everyday life for personal
expression.
The chapel has a peaceful
purpose," said Benton
White, a Methodist campus
minister and religious
studies
coordinator.
’Whenever I come in, 1
usually see a person

er,
the
ich

Ineditating, resting or trying
to get away from the world in
there."
SJSU is the. only state
campus in California with its
own chapel. Its origin lies in
the death of ht. Kenneth C.
Bailey. SJSU class of 1942,
who was killed in action
during World War 11 in
December, 1943.
After their son’s death, the
Wilbur E. Ilaileys wrote
Charles Hillis, president of
the Alumni Association, and
suggested that a nonsectarian chapel be built in
honor of the college’s war
(lead.
Chairman appointed
President
Thomas
MacQuarrie then appointed
Paul M. Pitman, dean of
men, as chairman of the
chapel committee. Funds
were donated- by students,
faculty, friends and alumni
of the college to aid in the
chapel’s development.
Under the. direction of
llelen Demmick, dean of
women from 1924-1957,
campus sorority girls helped

sew together the four service
flags ’low displayed inside
the chapel’s glass showcase.
The white flags are bordered
in red and decorated with
blue and gold stars on the
canvas.
There are 204 gold stars,
said Stanley C. Benz dean of
student services, which
designate the number of
students who died in World
War 11. The blue stars
represent the students who
served in the Armed Forces
during war.
The Memorial Chapel
Book, complete with the
history and story of the
chapel, rests beside the flags
in the showcase.
Nearly a decade after its
original conception, the
chapel was dedicated on
March 28,1952.
Ceremonies held
According to Benz, from
1952-1966, 268 weddings and
672 pledging and initiation
ceremonies from campus
sororities and fraternities
were performed at the
chapel. Any student or
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Sierra Club meets at 7:30
ti might in the S.U. Loma
I ’rieta Room. Slides and
discussions of a planned raft
trip down the Stanislaus
Niver will be presented. A
smite backpack trip for
this weekend will also be
planned.
A Istible study sponsored by
( an pus Ministeries will be
I eld at 11:30 this morning at
Ow Chapei of Reconciliation,
.100 S. 10th St.
I
Students interested in
submitting articles or
photographs to a nationally
veterans’
circulated
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Second class postage paid at San
Jose, California Member of
California Newspaper Publishers
Association and the Associated
Press Published daily by San Jose
State University, except Saturday.
Sunday and Monday. during the
college year The opinions ex
pressed herein are not necessarily
those of the Associated Students,
the College Administration or the
Department of Journalism and
Advertising Subscriptions ac
"pled only on a remainder of
r..ernester basis Full academic
year. Meech Semester. $1.50 Off
campus price per copy, 10 cents
Phone 277 3101. Advertising 211
Press of Fricke Park,
1171
Fremont
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magazine should contact
U.S. Veteran at 115 Plaza
I ’rive, Sunnyvale, Ca., 94086.
Thu magazine focuses on
probli ’ills and issues of
to
concerii
veterans
especially those of the
Viet/mill era
The SJSU Pre-lase Club is
meeting at 3:30 this afternoon in SD /31. Persons

I

Ill,

Business clubs, featuring
speakers, banquets, co-ed
athletir events and more will
be described between 9:30
and 12:30 today in front of
the Business ’lower, The
clubs will be’ accepting new
members and free coffee will
be available.

Reagan: may take
vice presidency
MA It TINSBURG ,
Pa.
AP )- Former
California
Gov. Ronald Reagan said
yesterday that he might
accept
a
Republican
vice presidential nomination
if the party convinced him
that they wanted him for the
job.
"I never have liked that
second job, but if the party
convinced me that it’s
necessary then it’s like a call
to duty.
"But r would not seek that
l’omination," Reagan said at
an airport news conference.
Reagan, 64, said he would
make an announcement
Within the next few weeks on
whether he would oppose

Free
Cup
of
Soup
VVITH THE
PURCHASE OF
,
4,
A SANDWICH
& THIS A0

11,

scab ig information should
call 277-8291.

President Ford for the
presidential nomination next
year.
"We have to get a handle
on inflation," he said.

employe (if the college can
reserve the chapel for his
wedding with a $30 fee. No
figures were available after
1966, Benz said.
The first student married
at the chapel was Ed
Mosher,
who
is now
president of Mosher’s Men
Store in Los Gatos.
Religious groups can use
the chapel to hold religious
ceremonies, explained
White, as long as they do not
schedule. the ceremonies on a
continuous
basis.
No
clergyman is required to.be
present during the rites.
Memorials,
but
not
funerals, he added, have also
been performed at the
chapel.
.
In addition to weddings
and religious activity, said
W bite, Memorial Chapel is
also used for non-religious
meetings, lectures and
programs. All such occasions must be scheduled in
advance with the Student
Activities and Services office.
Chapel rededicated
During the swimmer of
1966, Memorial Chapel was
refurnished and rededicated
by contributions of college
and
inorganizations
ilividuals.
New carpeting, the pews,
lights, an audio music
system and stained glass
windows were added to
enhance the chapel’s beauty
during that time.
Harry E. Powers, an art
professor,
was
conimissioned to do the stained
glass windows for the
rededication, painted shades
of orange-red-yellow, which
are situated behind the altar.

By John Bodie
The sun rose into a brown
sky the morning cf Sept. 25.
It was the beginning of a
second day of smog alerts for
Santa Clara County.
All signs pointed toward
pollution going well over the
two-tenths a part per million
of oxidents, the aniount
required for a smog alert.
The lower Bay Area was
luckier than the predictions
for those two days, according to Ted McHugh,
director of information for
the Bay Area Pollution
Control Board.
The Alum Rock area in
East San Jose was the only
place to exceed the smog.
alert limit, registering .21
parts per million, McHugh
said.
"We thought it would get to
.21 or more" throughout the
Santa Clara Valley, McHugh
said, so the board issued the
alert.
Five smog alerts have
been issued for San Jose so
far in 1975, McHugh said.
In 1974 San Jose exceeded
the federal clean air
regulations of .08 parts per
million 87 Utiles and the state
regulations of 10 parts per
million 69 times. There were
nine alerts in 1974.
There are two other stages
of smog advisory after the
alert, he said. At .35 parts
per million a warning is
issued and at .50 parts an
emergency advisory is
given.
Smog controls tighten
The smog controls get
tighter for residents and
businesses in the nine Bay
Area counties under the
board’s control as the smog
worsens, explained Terry
Galvin, an information officer for the board.
During the alert stage,
automobile drivers are
asked to limit their driving,
She said. Industries are
asked to limit or curtail their
emissions.
When the warning stage is
reached all the alert
requirements must be met
plus a "Sunday schedule"
must be followed by employes of governmental,
industrial and commercial
facilities, Galvin said.
This means that if the
business is open on Sunday
those hours must be followed
during the weekdays until

the smog level decreases to
the alert stage. If a business
is closed on Sunday. they
must close mu weekdays until
the waniing stage is over.
During an emergency
stage all business must stop
except those supplying
emergency needs, such as
electrical power, Galvin
explained. The controls
issued for alerts and warnings must also be followed.
McHugh said Santa Clara
County schools usually
eliminate outdoor physical
education classes Minn’.
smog advisories.
Classes continue
At
SJSU,
physical
education classes outdoors
continue during a sniog
advisory, explained Dr.
Clair Jennett, chairman of
inen’s physical education.
"We leave it up to the
individual instructor,"
Jennett said. The instructor
will many times give a
"lesser routine for that
day," he said.
"We do the same thing,"
commented Marie Liba,
chairmen’
of
women’s
physical education. "I’m
concerned about it the
university’s policy). That is
a good point for us to discuss
as a faculty."
A build up of oxidents in
the atmosphere causes
smog. Being indoors keeps a
person in a lower oxident
level, McHugh said.
The highest parts per
million of oxidents recorded
in California occured igs
Vernon, near Los Angeles,
where
.73 parts
was
registered.
The highest level recorded
in the Bay Area was in San
Jose which registered .42
parts per million in 1968. The
pollution control board did
not have the power to close
down businesses or industry
at that time.
The .20 parts per million is
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A unique establishment

Wed. Oct. 8

Sarabande
Thurs. Oct. 9

Skycreek
Appearing next Tues. and Wed.

Phil Everly
$1 cover Fri. and Sat.
Happy Hour 4-7 p.m.
Live Entertainment Tuesday through Sunday
2505 The Alameda 247-0552
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but if you wait around for ti*
proof you might find Ion+
term effects, McHugh said.
The advisories provide an
"adequate margin of error,"
lie said.
If oxident levels reach .641
parts per million then "there
is a community -wide health
hazard," McHugh said.

a "very, very conservative"
smog-alert levet and there is
110 Ilietlical evidence. that thLs
amount would affect the
average person. McHugh
said.
There. is no medical
evidence that amounts in the
warning stage’ would affect
the average person either,

BUT EVELYN WOOD GRADUATES CAN READ
THE EXORCIST IN 58 MINUTES
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It That Speed, The 403 Pages Come Across
With More Impact Than The Movie

..tid go colts. for Iiilniiilre
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BECAUSE YOU’VE
ACHIEVED
)xtvept
trw, htf’

You can do it, too So far ow SS0.000 other people have done or Peddle erho
hove different robs. different ID, different o
different educellOns hove
completed the course OW graduates are people from all walks of kfe These
people have all Mkt0 a course developed by Evelyn Wood. a prominent
educator Practically Clint them,, least traded Oleo reading weed 0th epu.I or
better comprehension Most have oncreesed it even more
Think for a moment what that means All of them even the slowest- now read
leu than Iwo hours They read an [rd., dsue of Tara DI
en swage novel
Newsweek ’0 35 minutes. They don’t .1,0 0, Own They read every *Ord They
use no mmhines Instead. they let the msteral they’re reading determone how
fast they reed. And mark this wed they actually understand more, remember
more and Copy more than when they read slowly That s rah*, They
understand more. They remember more They eorrny nvoe Vou can an the same

thing- the place to learn mere about it tare free speed reading leeson
Thos is the same course President Kennedy had his Joint Chefs of Staff take
The staff of President Nikon completed it,,, court* in June
The..... one
Senatoa and Congressmen terve lake,.

1970.

Come to a Mini lesson and find our It os free to you and you will leave with a
better und
nding of why it works. One thong that might bother you about
your
that someone might finis out how slow it is The
instructors at the Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics Fr. Speed Reeding Iowan
will IM You lreeP your secret. It’s true ree prmoce the first step to improved
reeding et Mini Lesson and we will Increase your reeding geed on the spot, but
the moults will remain your secret Plan to attend. tree Mini-Lesson and Worn
that It,. Double to read 34.6 urn., faster, wsth onmeaceble comprehemion

reeding Weed is

SCHEDULE OF FREE MINI LESSONS
You’ll increase your reading speed
50 to 100% on the spot!

Today at 4:00pm and 8:00pm
in San Jose at Howard Johnson’s on
North First Street and in Palo Alto 11
at Rickey’s Hyatt House on El Camino
The experiences that have -carved" your real achievements
are the personal ones Wear a class ring and remember.

Order on Ring Day and save 5%.

EVELYN WOOD READING DYNAMICS

Oct. 7, 8, Et 9
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Recitalseries begins Thursday

. S. Presents

Wednesday Cinema
ki mow than a movie, lie a orlebration.

Ray Laskovvitz

Saxophonist William Trimble opens the series.

...

OPY-RIGHT
SIndentFaculty Special

XEROX

Today’s movie

COPIES

31/2 CENTS

that’s Entertainment" is
today’s Wednesday Flick.
Showings are at 3:30, 7,
and 10 p.m. in Morris Dailey
Auditorium.
Admission is $1.

BOO I’
100% Rat
;s
Lancaster Bono
VS LO.BINUING
L411.113541.75
Hardcover.. .54.00
8.30-5:30 Sat 9.3

armi

496 MURPHY.
SUNNYVALE 732-2679

i

Ilford * Kodak
liltpaper chemistry kodak processing

20% off af.....THE

KAMERA KORNER
560 S. Bascom Ave.
San Jose, Calif.

By Susan Richardson
The Music Department is
presenting the first concert
in its "Daytime Recital
Series" this Thursday and
according to Dr. Brent
Heisinger, professor cf
music, the series is exceptionally high in caliber.
"This semester we are
really screening people,"
stated Heisinger regarding
the performers in the series.
The recital series is aimed at
the community as well as the
university
with
the
respective slots being filled
with some of the Bay Area’s
best musicians, including the
SJSU Concert Choir.
"If people want to sit
through a recital of fine
performances they should be
sure and come because these
are great people and deserve
to be listened to with great
attention," stated Heisinger.
William Trimble featured
The first performance in
the series will feature the
saxophone work of William
Trimble.
A professor at SJSU,
Trimble is currently working
on three saxophones given to
him
by
Yamaha
instruments. According to
Heisinger, ’’Trimble is
changing the tone, the neck
of the instrument and
generally changing the
acoustics," and added,
"Trimble will probably have
his name on a signature
model of the instrument."
Trimble rated high
"If the university students
heard him perform they
would follow him anywhere
because he is in the top five
sax players in the world,"
claimed Heisinger.
Trimble will perform
baroque through 20th century music and discuss
literature related to the
saxophone on Thursday at
2:30 p.m. in the Concert Hall

Spartan Daily

arts
on Seventh Street.
In successive weeks, the
Daytime Recital Series will
present performances by
pianist Neil Rutman, flutist
Isabelle Starr and cellist
Henri Honegger.
Rutman, scheduled for
next Thursday, will play a
sonata by Franz Schubert,
the Austrian composer and
an etude by Franz Liszt,
Hungarian pianist and
composer.
Heisinger
described Rutman, a senior
music major, as one of the
most gifted students to attend the university.
Concert Choir performance
The 77 -member SJSU
Concert Choir will perform
Oct. 23, under the direction
of Dr. Charlene Archibeque.
The choir, whose members
were chosen by audition, will
present music from several
different
periods
and
countries.
On Oct. 30, flutist Isabelle
Starr and organist John
Walker will perform.
Starr, whom critics have
often praised, has toured
Europe and the United
States. She has appeared as
guest soloist with the
Milwaukee Civic Symphony
Orchestra and the Stanford
Chamber Orchestra. Starr’s
technique and tone control
have won her several
awards.
Walker, a lecturer in

Getting to see
television shows
both easy, hard

"Let prayer be the weapon which
you always have at hand."
The words of St Mary Mazzarello, co-foundress
of the Institute of the Daughters of Mary Help of
Christians (Salesian Sisters).
St. John Bosco founded the Institute as a living
monument of gratitude to the Mother of God.
Dedicated at their founding to Christian education of
young girls, today the Salesian Sisters are located in
60 countries around the world. The works of the
Salesian Sisters, both educative and
SS

missionary, include all types of
schools, dispensaries, hospitals,

/

catechesis. youth and parish
activities.
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By Jay Sharbutt
AP Television writer
Want to be on the laugh
track in "Barney Miller" or
tell the neighbors it’s your
"ooh" they heard on
"Gambit"? No problem.
Networks need and welcome
live audiences for 39 shows
now on the air.
And they say you’ll find it
easy in most cases to get free
tickets for the 17 daytime
game shows and n nighttime situation comedies or
variety shows currently
appearing on CBS, NBC and
ABC.
But you’ll have to visit Los
Angeles to see most of them
personally.
Howard Cosell ’hot’
Only two now come from
New York, both on ABC.
They’re
the
’$10,000
Pyramid," an easy ticket,
and Howard Cosell’s live
variety show, which ABC
calls
a
"hot -ticket"
program, meaning ducats
are scarce.
In Los Angeles, CBS has 12
nighttime programs and five
daytime game shows taped
before live audiences. In
those respective categories.
the count at NBC is five and
six, while it’s four and five at
ABC.
Tougher to find audience
Aside from the fans who
write in for tickets to their
favorite shows, is it getting
tougher for networks to find
audiences for the programs
from among residents of Los

Residence Hall Spaces
Available Now
for Women

Angeles and tourists visiting
there?

Contact: Housing Office

277-2127 319 So. 5th. St.

contemporary music itt
Frankfurt and Paris. He has
appeared as soloist with the
many European orchestras
as well as in North and South
America and Africa.
All of the hour-long recital
series concerts will take
place on Thursday afternoons at 2:30 p.m. in the
Concert Hall in the Music
Building. There is no admission charge.

DANCE CENTER
SAN JOSE
John Goodrich
Modern, all levels
Andi Colisos
Tap

Movie starts at:

3:30, 7:00 and 10:00

10 Notre Dame

Morris Dailey Auditorium

(near De Anza Hotel)

$1.00

Call 998-3382

Jim Carroll
joys working
with a
vicious killer.

As a general rule, network
ticket-dispensers say the
more popular the nighttime
show, the greater the overthe-counter ticket demand.
New showsno trouble
As might be expected,
there’s little difficulty
getting tickets for new
nighttime programs which
haven’t hit the air yet or only
have been on TV for a week
or two.

PAINT
ISAN

JOSE ART
C. WALLPAPER

This
year
design
your own

CHRISTMAS
CARDS

Just three years out of college, laser technologist Jim Carroll didn’t make senior research
physicist at Eastman Kodak Company by acting
timid. So when he had the courage to pit science
,against a dread disease, we backed him. Win or
lose.
The medical community enlisted Kodak’s
help in training lasers on the war on cancer. We
responded with a pair of 500 million watt laser
systems. And left the rest up to Jim.

CREEK BLVD.
J.STEVENS CALIF 931
SAN JOSE
APT 40. 205700

A

Today!*
Wednesday -Oct. 8

Network officials say it’s
no harder than in past years.
The degree of difficulty still
varies according to the time
of year, the hour a show is
taped and whether the
program is well-known to
viewers.

Everything you need
to design your own
personal Christmas
messages.
BLOCK PRINTING
SUPPLIES
Flexible printing
plates
Print blocks
Brayers blades &
line cutters
’Large selection of
water base inks
& oil base inks
Complete instruction
books also in stock.
et VALLEY FAIR,ENTE

(The Waiting List is Gone!)

music at SJSU, previously
the
at
organ
taught
American Conservatory of
Music in Chicago. He was
termed as one of the most
exciting young organists in
the country by the Palo Alto
Times.
Cellist Henri Honegger is
scheduled to perform Nov.
13. The Swiss born Honegger
has previously performed at
the Biennial Festival in
Venice and at the festivals of
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In time, the lasers proved unsuccessful in
treating cancer, but we’d do it again if we had to
Because while we’re in business to make a profit
we care what happens to society. It’s the same
society our business depends on.

Kodak.
than a business.
More
iJ
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SJSU running squad

captures first place
Dan Gruber led the SJSI.
cross country squad to a first
place finish in the Chico
Invitational Sunday.

Spare an I)nils

sports

Gruber ran the five-mile
course in 25:01, finishing
first among 44 competitors
from five colleges.
SJSU totaled 23 points,
outdistancing Sacramento
State University 62, Chico
State University 71, UC
Davis 86 and South Oregon
College 154. (Cross country
has a reverse scoring
System.)

Photos by Ken timely

Warrior Alvin Attles usually is a

stoic while watching nis team,play, but even he reacts

to a good

play.

iSeeks confidence in crucial spots
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held
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their pre-season camp at San
Jose City College.
The club holds its camp
San Jose
annually in
because owner Franklin
Mieuli grew up here.
Attles’ philosophy worked
to a tee last season as he
utilized his bench constantly
when his young "Cinderella"
team met and conquered
some crucial situations.
The Warriors playoff
victories over Seattle,
Chicago and Washington
came as a surprise to most
people.
"I wasn’t that surprised
from the stand point of
knowing we had a pretty
good basketball team" said
Attles.
"As far as being a very
good and very competitive
team, I swore all along that
we were that."
Many people still insist
that the Warriors’ championship was a fluke.
"You don’t go through 70
ball games and win a
majority of them like we did
and then win the last series
in four straight by a fluke,"
Attles replied.
"The time that we won,"
he added, "I thought we
were the best team in the
league."
"The only team that wins
the championship is the
team that is healthiest at the
end of the year."
Attles is the first to admit
that a team has to have luck
to win. The Warriors were

Leroy’s
Coming!
to answer your questions about the meaning of life
Thursday, Archery Field, 6:15 pm

4

SPECIAL
25 sheet pack Poly FSW paper

4

$3.96
Also Ilford paper

20% off
Complete line of Darkroom
supplies at Discount Prices

Discount Camera Sales
171 S. 3rd St. San Jose
Across from Library
r-

extremely lucky to be
relatively injury free last
season.
Attles said he feels that
injuries are a factor in any
team, series or even one
game. He said he only hopes
that the Warriors will once
again have exceptional
health throughout this
season.
One way of avoiding injuries is simply to be in
better shape than the opponent.
The way the
Warriors ran their opponents
to death last season seems to
indicate they were the better
conditioned team.
"I think that this team
right now," said Attles,
pointing to the Warriors
practicing, "is in better
condition than we were at
this time last year."
Attles uses the annual
training camp at San Jose
City College to work on
fundamentals and instill an
offense.
"You hope you can make
strides and progress," he
said, "and hopefully by the
time the season starts you
will be a 100 per cent ready to
go with the things you want
to do."
For the Warriors the thing
they want to do most is
repeat as champoins. They
didn’t just sit around during
the off-season savoring their
championship.
The Warriors have improved with the acquisition
of second round draft choice
Gus Williams, a guard from
the University of Southern
California.
Dwight Davis, a rugged
forward from
veteran
Cleveland, was acquired in a
trade for Butch Beard.
"We only played three
forwards a lot of the time
last year," explained Attles.
"If we would have had a
breakdown in forwards, we
would have been in trouble."
Consequently, the
Warriors gave up a guard,
which were in abundance,
and decided to get a forward.

Team rosters
for volleyball
available now
men’s,
for
Rosters
women’s and co-ed "two a
side" intramural volleyball
teams are available in the
Student Activities and
Leisure Services Office,
adjacent to the S.U.
The last day for sign-ups is
Oct. 10 at 3 p.m.
A captain’s meeting Will be
held the same day at 4 p.m.
in the S.U. Almaden Room
11=mnr

Garage Europa
OFFICIAL BRAKE
LAMP SMOG STATION
For foreign car service with precision,
experience, quality, and fast service,
GARAGE EUROPA is the place.
850 Lincoln Avenue, San Jose, 295-9082

Attles said he feels
Williams is an "outstanding
player" and feels Davis has
been a "good, solid player"
in the league.
"The league is tougher.
You have to respect all the
teams," warned Attles.
Just to mention one tough
team, Attles singled out the
Los Angeles Lakers.

Coach Riggs proud
Coach Don Riggs was
proud of the effort and said
"two of our top runners
didn’t go."
Those two are Mark Genet.
returning PCAA champion.
and Bob Ebert. They’ll be
ready for the next meet
Saturday.

Alvin Attles readies Warriors
By Keith Muraoka
"My philosophy is to go out
and play as many players in
crucial situations as I can, so
when they have to go in one,
they’ll be prepared."
That is the view of Alvin
Attles, coach of the Golden
State Warriors, last year’s
National
Basketball
Association (NBA) char&

’1 was really impressed.
Riggs said of Villa.
place
( sixth
Tello
Nahirny (11th) and Hubner
(13th( rounded out the top
finishers for SJSU.
The cross country team’s
next test will be on Saturday,
competing in the Cal-Davis
Invitational.
Fresno State University,

"The mark of a good team
is being able to meet these
concluded
challenges,"
Attles.
"I think that we can
withstand the challenges
because it will prove that we
are a better team than
people think we are."

*MARSAL1
House of Surplus

Clothing

G I goods

124 E. Santa Clara
*
Between 3rd & 4th 4g
***************

Student rates fo
your typing
needs.

Grover Prowell, William
Villa, Art Tello, Wayne
Hurst, Rusty Nahirny and
Jim Hubner made up for
their absence.

A) We have new and
reconditioned type machines
plus ribbons for any type of
typewriter.

Prowell finished in second
place, clocking a 25:04 pace.
Villa, a freshman, ran 25:24
for fourth.

B) If you need servicing, we
have expert hands that will
guarantee your satisfaction.

D,Cobe)eA go’ Market

"Whenever you get a
Kareem Abdul Jabbar on a
team, they have to be improved," he said.

SJSLI’s primary opponent in
the upcoming P(’AA season,
will be among 12 schools
competing

C) Visit us MondayFriday
from 8:30-5:00 pm or call
us at 294-2091.

specialty grocers since 1912

Specializing in
Asian foods

"It’s all a matter of how
you’re
prepared
well
than
rather
mentally
physically," Attles added.
"Physically is something
you can prepare for, but
mentally is something the
individual has to get for
himself."
With the entire league out
to dethrone them, the
Warriors will definitely meet
stiff challenges.

240 East Jackson Street
San Jose, California

Phone (408) 295-7794

r 1 East San Fernando
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Coupon Good Thru Oct. 11
Ham & Cheese--Cheese-Shrimp (with mushrooms, sour
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cretin, green onions)
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H
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New and Beautiful Rooms; A
delightful place to live 585 up 234
South Eleventh 999 0803

classified
announcements
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
Reach over 23,003 people in the SJS
community in the SPARTAN
DAILY -3rd largest daily in Santa
Clara County
MWF 10 12:301.30 3.00
TTH 11 12,30 1:30 3,00
Dept. of Journalism and Advertising
Second Floor
The Marketing Club is for all majors,
frosh thru seniors. SO membership
fee can help you get priority reg. &
classes you need. We want YOU to
join!! Call Karr w 996.3092.
Sprout Sandwiches with tomato,
lettuce and avocado all kinds. Miik
shakes, fresh carrot hake Food
Stamps OK. M rrrrr tha’s Sand.
wiches, 126 E San Salvador, bet
ween 3rd and Oh
RatiosFor fun, agility. exercise and
grace. Special classes for the
college age beginner. Classes now
forming for beginning and in
termediate students. Euf retie
School of Ballet 241 1303
LibertariansOblectivistsl This
campus needs an alternative to the
Young Socialists! Call Libertarian
Campus Alliance 294 1864 eves,
weekends
Ski Swap October 5 12, 3 pin Bring
articles 9 29-10 3, 1 Pm 5 Om to
Saratoga Community Center For
morunto 367 3.430
Bicentennial Hoopla, A redicel ap.
praisal of US History class by
Bettina Aptheker Toes Nights Oct
it Nov 4 7 30 Marxist Study Series,
Brelid I Roses Bookshop 136S First
’it Si 294 2930; t5.course. 81 .50
,octure
Racism & SdoCafiOfl PSyChological
I testing class by Profs. Bud
Andersen a Al Rutherford Thurs
Nights Oct 16Nov 6 7.30 Marxist
a Roses
Study Series: a
Bookshop 1365. First St. Si 912930
U.cour se :71.50 lecture

Volkswagen Parts RepairExchange
on motors, transmission, starter.
generator I repair (Istvan cars Call
Herbert 289 1187 82 Goodyear, S.J

for sale
"TURQUOISE RUGS ’N LEATHER"
Tye dye and India Bedspreads, 55.00
plus Bracelets, rings. chokers, 57.50
and over Incense, glasses, clothing.
purses, rugs
FUNKY JIM’S
E San Fernando 998 2581
"Just an old fashioned head shop"
SAVE THIS AD!!!
Before you purchase any TV., Hi Fi,
Car Stereo. or Tape Equipment.
check with us for big discounts on
over 303 maior brands. We also
manufacture a complete line of
quality speaker systems and
recording tapes wholesale to the
Public
SOUNDS UNIQUE 998.3693
For Sale. 2 Nishile Intl 10 sp. bikes, 21
and 13 in.. excel. cond. $125 each 274
1369
BOOKS NEW AND USED
We’re a left bookstore specializing in
Marxist, women’s, Afro America,
anti imperlaist
Chicano
and
studies; poetry. fiction. biOgraPhy,
children’s books and lots more
Personal service, special orders
welcome Get on our mailing list for
special events. Drop by soon
Browsers welcome
Bread and Roses Bookshop
136 South First Street
(between San Fernando &
The Brick mall)
2912930
Bob and Barbara Lindsay
Irish Setter Puppies AKC Reg Champ
Lines 5 wks Sept 26 Select nowCall
Morns 578 5858
Stereo Component Sale
Audio Techniques
904 6655

Stained Glass Class to begin Fri. Oct.
to, t230 to 3.30. 520 for six 3 hr.
lessons. Marls extra. Max 6 tO a
class Call now to loin 294 0431

1974 Ford F.100 Short.bed piCkult
Auto trans. air, power str . power
brks, meg wheels, side pipes. Bizi
Bodi paint, 5,000Wi Must sell I 257
4087

Tutoring available in math (all).
Physics, psychology, sociology; Call
247 7216

travel

Friday Flicks Presents Day of the
Dolphin, starring George C. Scott. A
marine biologist is hired to trin a
dolphin to kill the President Of the
US Show times: 71 10 pm, Oct. 10,
Morris Dailey Aud 00 080,80

automotive
A Ten Percent Discount with this ad
for an Electronic Dynamometer
TuneUp at Tun aaaaa tersthe
Automotive Tune up Specialists 1533
W San Carlos S J Your cost will be.
4 cyl Ul 50 6 cyl 133.50 ft cyl 135.10
(Most cars) Parts & labor included
Guaranteed 6 months Takes about
30 minutes phone 784 3566 Discount
good through October. 1975
Transmission Repairguar , low cost
Easily price regular cost Call 248
9033

EUROPEISRAEL-AF it ICA
Student flights year round CONTACT
iSCA 11487 San Vicente Blvd No 4,
Los Angeles, Ca 90049 1713) 826 5469,
826 0055
Christmas Charter
Round Trop NY sow
Chicago. London
Beehive Travel
377.3400
Paris...Am rrrrr am.
Madrid..SI
I _D.
Cards. .Ships Rail
Passes .Low
Cost Trans Atlantic Flights Yeuth
Hostel Cards Free r
I Into
Inter L
Flight
..in.
Bookings Work A r
surance Contact Michael or Rol at
Student Service West. 335 E Santa
Clara No 710 San Jose. Ca. (408I 287.
1130)

Man desperately needs female student
to live in care for house. 5 Yr. son
(son in school 0 30 1.301 on exchange
torrent, food Call 794 7265

For Sale Scuba Tank with Back Pack
565 Call Peter 96134515
Honda ’73 CI13501. excel cond. Lo miles
Rack &sissy bar, new brakes & lye.
K-81. helmet, extras. 5635. 964 7580

AVON
I have an open territory near State It
can be yours. Over 18? 257 2.500

Garage Sale-459 E. St John St.
leather scraps, jewelry. tOys, beads,
pictures, frames. printing press
MO games.

WantedMini
Part-Time
Help
Courrnet 348 E Santa Clara St an
Jose

68 Olds Cutlass Stn. Won, PS, PEI,
ier one owner. 54,000W
Lugo. Carr.
very 1200d vend. call 295 4711

Need Eperience Working with
Children? Boa school volunteer in a
special program designed for
students with learning disabilities. 2
to 3 hours per week. 10 rnins from
campus Call Mrs. Burns or Mrs
Larson at Stonegate School 2270411

Moving: Save 135 on new to speed
bike: tishtenk, bookcase, lamp;
desk; dishes, tape recorder I vprice.
109 13170
Skiers Rosi Strato )(cell Con. Spadman
binding 190cm gISO, Nordica Pro 91,
255 6162. Ask for Jim

housing

"Queensize Waterbed Kit" Frame,
Hardware, Matt, Liner 155 Can
deliver. 275-9771

help

wanted

Need tutor for Physics 2A. Call Julie at
241 3085 after 10 pm
Need tutor for Geometry 106. Call Peen
266,3202
Grubb & Ellis Commercial Brokerage
Company is hiring salespersons for
Commercial, Of f oce
Industrial,
Leasing and Investment Divisions
Sales experience is desirable San
Jose office. 140111 296 5900 Equal
Employment Opportunities
HELP WANTED
Men & Women drivers for Ice cream,
candy, sett clo ink route. Full or part
time. Arrange a work schedule
compatible with classes 30 40
percent comm. Tropical Ice Cream
CO 330 Race St San Jose 2971220
Security for A.S. Program 1104rd
shows is needed Apply in ward
office, 3rd floor of student union or
call 277 2807 fOr more infOrrnatiOn.
Ticket sellers and takers are also
needed.

Ski Special 3 bdfrn condo, brand new
completely turn, Tahoe, perfect for
6.10 people, ski lease info 991.2460

Private room, bath, beautiful new
home. 15 min from campus. 1100
ono. 225 5197
I

Spacious deluxe duplex in Los Gatos
Woman grad student wanted to
share Call after 6 p.m. 351161
Furor Ildrm Apt ww carpet wag paid
garage S135 address 385 S 4th No 2
Cali 280 8303 (renting now)
Beautiful Rooms across campus
kitchen privileges, ample parking.
util pd., cozy lounge: superb decor.
Located at 278 S 10th St Double
Room 175 mo Single 1115 mo 125
deposit Call 268 1750 Leave message
Largo Private Room ! 7 block SJSU.
nr. Lucky’s, bus, has kitchen
privileges. Want responsible maw
stu 297 7679
Mod One Ildrm. AptLots of closet
space i, blk frmSJU $110 water &
garbage incl 463 S 7th, Apt 1,
inquire 499 5 7th 795 5362
Teacher wants to share 7 room house
w responsible male Cali 225 5345.
Ask for Bruce Nf Tully and 101.
For Rent: 2 bdrm Apt. AEK. CPN.
drps, water pd 0465 mo adults only.
Inquire 1167 S. fith St San Jose

Child Care in lovely home (ladies only
please) 35 hrs per wk & rent
reduction and board neg.’ i.,
Inquire Linda Lavaty 371 028200 147
2212 work

I.’ maid Prof. Man seeking rid Psych
PHD. Share 389 new townhouse. 15
min to SJS 4/6 0547 6.7 PM.

transportation

personals

Carpool: Santa Clara by Kaiser
MWF long days ITH earn class
only Need books - Hist 145 8151A
pm 2967271

Single Adults Enr,eh your life by at
tending coffee. fellowship II, Oibit
study II 45 to 10 15 am. Sundays. Bit
0 Sweden Restaurant (behind Sears.
San Carlos & Meridian I Provision
for children

Traveling Companion wanted: Share
expenses to Spokane. Wash Leaving
10 9 75 Call 732 4088 after 4 30 Om

entertainment
Froday Flicks Presents Day ol the
Dolphin. Starring George C Scott A
marine biologist is hired to train a
dolphin to kill the Pr es,dlent of the
US Show times 7 8. 10 pm, Oct 10,
Morris Dailey Aud 50 cents

Do yew really care about Handicapped
People? Wouldsu like to share a nice
shirtfront with him? If you would,
please call Robert Hall. 290 2 It
Females only
Friday Flicks Presents Day of the
Dolphin. starring George C Scott A
marine biologist is hired to hamn a
dolphin to kill the President of the
US show titres. 71 10 Pm, Och10,
Morris Dailey ALKI 50 cents

Furn. 1 Balm. Apt. Clean, quiet, water
8 garb pd. Tenant prkg, renting
now. Call 294 7332 or 292.5956 5135
mks

services
Suana and Massage. Student rates. ;11
am to 6p.m Hotel Ste Claire 2141
1603
North Valley Secretarial Service
Term papers resumes -senior
projectstheses.letters. 75 cents
page and up. Fast. Accurate. 262.
1923
Experienced typist for SJSU students
and business Short Notice 267.3119,
Nan
Getting Married? Discount Flowers
guarantees you the most beautlfUl
bridal bouquets and wedding
decorations. Whether your wedding
is a small one or a large formal one,
you should know that we have been
saving our customers 30-50 percent
Oft most florist prices! Why pay
more? Call for a free estimate. 12
years experience. 994 1252
Yoga -Meditation for EVERYBODYI
Weight loss. figure control, good
health, Strength, energy, flexibility,
tranquility, loy, peace of mind
FREE introductory classes. Classes
held Mon thru Thurs. 7.30 pm.
Christananda Yoga Center, 977
Asbury St . SJ (Off the Alameda,
across from the YMCA) Call us at
292 6351
Wedding Consultants will bring to you
personal service at the lowest
prices. Fragrant bouquets and
lovely arrangements will create a
splendid look for your wedding. You
can also design a special memory
with our invitations. custOm veils,
and other wedding items Order one
or all. A special gift with your floret
Order Cell Luv’s Flowers for in
formation or appointment. 269.4955
or 370 8044 eves.

Typing Done In Typist’s Nome
customer must deliver 8. pick up
work clean, professional work at
reasonable rates Call Cathy 513 2795

Duality Wedding Photograph at 1036
Student rates Complete wedding
Package 01 60 color prints 5100. Call
Lime Photography 570405)
TypingTerm papers. Manuscripts,
Theses, Projects, Transcription.
Editing. etc . 85 cents po and up
Fast & accurate 249-4550 evenings
only
Try it, You’ll Like II 5250 Of free food,
entertainment. & recreation!
Fri
ip 2 fOr 1 pass boots.
available in the SJS bookstore Onty
six dollars
10gm
Fast,
Reports 11550 carbon)
Reynolds 5711 7584

MarcIp

Meditation Learn to meditate
Weekend seminar by Swami
Gurupremonanda For reservation
call
370 YOga

\_
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Recent legislation

SJSU prof, two potters
author ceramics book
14 Keith Muraoka
Writing and pottery.
making don’t necessarily go
together, but an English
professor’s puttering with
pots has led to a book
released just two weeks ago.
Dr. Robert Woodward,
associate dean of the School
of Humanities and the Arts,
co-authored the book titled,
"The Craft of Pottery." He
collaborated with two potters, his wife Carol and
Frank Howell, to produce the
book for beginning to in-

terniediate pottery students.
"Essentially, it’s a how-todo -it book," explained
Woodward. "The main body
of the book is how to make
pottery- hand and wheelthrown methods."
Step by step
The 157 -page text is
highlighted with 253 step-bystep photographs showing
what to do and how to
recognize when things are
done wrong.
’Some books will have
long expository sections on

For college students preparing for careers
in th( visual and performing arts

The Parsons New School
Arts Apprenticeships
In New York
Your oppot.
to earn
12 credits while gaining
..nce as an apprentice to a
al% pt.tlessional

,,h ins are available in a variety of areas
Painting
Sculpture
Printmaking
Commercial Design
Photography
Video
Animation

Cinema
Museum
and Gallery Work
Art Education
Theater
Dance
Music

In Discover up front, how successful professionals function
in the most competitive and provocative city in the world
Venture beyond the classroom environment to preview
your field by actually working in a demanding professiona’
environment
Enjoy a semester in New York. the arts and communications capital of the world offering museums galleries
cinema theaters
Audit free, any two of the more than 1 000 courses offered
by Parsons and The New School -whose faculties include
a,, ,nressive list of New York s leading professionals
mail the coupon below
or call collect 1212) 741-8975

el

is New School Apprenticeship Programs in New York

ei
e
L.

.

ituvi to make soiliething and
the photographs will be on
said
page,"
another
Woodward.
-Our idea was for the
captions and the expository
explanations to be right
down the line with every
single photograph."
The photographs show the
of
work
in
stages
construction,
preparation,
design and then the finished
work. He explained the
photographs are intended to
be learning devices, rather
than just a picture of a nice
pot.
The book contains a
summary at the end of each
chapter.
instructional
Supplementary material on
the history of pottery. how to
set up a studio and pottery as
a business are also included.
Delighted with book
Woodward is delighted
with how the book, three
years in the making, came
out.
"It’s precisely the book
that we’d imagined. We’re
extremely happy with the
book. It’s handsome and well
put together," he said.
In the past, Woodward has
published many articles.
essays, poetry, fiction and
books, but he considers "The
Craft of Pottery," a major
achievement.
"I’m as proud of it as any
book I’ve ever been involved
in," he said.
Woodward’s wife Carol

By Dana Bottorff
Three SJSU photojournalism majors received
photo credits in national and
international media in the
past two weeks, thanks to
Patty Hearst and her
Symbionese Liberation
Army comrades.
Paul Sakuma, David
Yarnold and Jim Byous all
spent hours at the San Mateo
County Jail in Redwood City
waiting for opportunities to
photograph Hearst and
William and Emily Harris.
The waiting paid off.
Newsweek, Time, The
Associated Press and United
Press International wires
and Paris Match (a French
magazine comparable to the
defunct Life magazine) are
among the publications
which used photographs

IN SAN JOSE
INTRODUCING HER NEW WARNER BROS ALBUM

"HOME PLATE"

BONNIE RAITT
WITH SPECIAL GUEST ARTIST

TOM WAITS
4.50/5.50/6.50

8:00 P.M.

graduated front SJSU in 1970
with a B.A. in art with an
emphasis in painting and
ceramics.
At the time the book was
started, she was associated
with the other potter, Frank
Howell who has a shop in Los
Gatos.
Howell teaches pottery
and sells his own work and
that of local potters at his
work.
Mrs. Woodward suband
sequently , opened
operates an arts and crafts
gallery in Santa Clara. She is
preparing to set up another
shop as soon as she finds the
right location.
A writer, not a potter
Woodward pointed out that
he is not a potter, but a
writer. "I do know more than
the average person about
pottery because its been so

taken by the students.
Sakuma was the first of the
three to go to the jail and
wait outside for a glimpse of
the SLA members.
"When I first heard she
was caught (on Sept. 18) I
figured someone had already
gotten a picture" of Hearst,
Sakurna said.
Sakuma said he called a
friend at the Palo Alto Times
newspaper who told him he
should go up to Redwood City
and try to get some shots,
since Hearst’s parents were
going to visit her that night.
Not alone
-I thought I would be the
only one there," Sakuma
said. "How wrong I was!"
He added that in the crush
of reporters, photographers
and television cameramen,
Sakuma dropped a motor
drive attachment for his
camera which resulted in a
painful repair bill.
The motor drive attachment allows for a rapid
shooting of photos.
"I just wanted to see what
Patty looked like," Sakuma
said.
He added there were many
other photographers there
who missed good shots of
Hearst because of unfortunate accidents such as
bad film, lack of a motor
drive I Sakuma was using
one) and using the wrong
lenses.
Photos sold
Sakuma sold his photos to
AP, Newsweek magazine
and an overseas distributor
in Europe.
Yarnold said he staked out
the jail the second time
Hearst was moved to the
federal courthouse in San
Francisco.
He estimated that he has
spent 40 hours working on
the Hearst case, which includes waiting time.
"You’re waiting there for
10 hours for five seconds

Need
Dental Work?

, .
Apply now at the
A.S. Business Office
for Student Dental
Plan.

TICKETS
Covers

FOR AU, SHOWS AVAILABLE AT ALL
SAN JOSE BOX OFFICE
PACIFIC STEREO WARDS
BULLOCKS LIIKITY HOUSE
OUTLETS
01AL (41S) T -E -L -E -T -1-X

BASS

******************************.
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Eugene Dominique

Dean Robert Woodward admires his wife Carol’s pottery.
much a part of my environment," he said.
The authors sent in sample
material of the book to
publishers in September,
1972. Within four months
they had a contract to do the
book.
Much of the material came
from lessons that the two
potters taped. The tapes
were transcribed, refined
and then shaped into part of
the book.
"Small points that are
often taken for granted that
don’t get written into a book
of instruction were therefore
included," said Woodward.
The book is currently out
in both paperback and
hardbound copies and has
already been selected as an
alternate choice to the bookof-the-month club.

Hearst photos sold

BRUNETTE PRODUCTIONS PRESENTS

SAN JOSE CIVIC
AUDITORIUM

By Kathi McDavid
Within the past few weeks
Gov. Brown has signed
numerous bills that will
affect students on California
college campuses.
These bills will become
effective Jan. I.

Waiting pays off

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ****** * * * *

SUN., OCT. 12

will affect students

Dependents Too

Sponsored by
Associated Students

worth of shots," Yarnold
said. "It doesn’t make any
sense when you think about
it."
both
only
"We’re
stringers," Yarnold said of
himself and Sakuma. "Yet
the only good shots of Hearst
have come from stringers."
A stringer is paid by the
picture rather than on a
salary basis.
Yarnold explained that
stringers have the time to
wait around for good pictures.
Yarnold strings for UPI
and Sakuma for AP.
"It’s the most exciting
stuff I’ve done," Yarnold
said.
Although, he added, being
smashed up against a fence
taking pictures through the
grating at the jail "gets kind
of tiring."
Yarnold also sold his
photos to Time magazine.
Byous explained he wasn’t
on assignment when he
made the trek to Redwood
City. He just wanted to get
some pictures of Hearst
"and try to make a few
bucks" he said.
Waiting pays
Byous said he went to
Redwood City Sept. 30, under
the impression that Hearst
was going to be moved that
day. He did not know of the
earlier announcement that
the move had been canceled.
As it turned out, she was
transferred that day and
Byous
was
the
only
photographer to get a shot of
her, since the others left
when they heard she would
not be moved, he said.
Byous sold his photos to
AP.

Lobbyist independent
AB 1913, sponsored by
Assemblyman Kenneth
Maddy, R-Fresno, makes the
student lobbyist for the state
college and university
system independent of the
chancellor’s office.
Prior to the bill’s passage.
the chancellor and trustees
had a say in the budget and
hiring matters of the lobbyist, according to A.S.
President John Rico.
But now the student lobbyist’s office is only subject
to the rules applied to every
other state lobby organization, Rico said.
"This means we can expand our budget and pay our
lobbyist a more comparable
wage," Rico said.
Financial aid simplified
AB 1031, sponsored by
Assemblyman
John
Vasconcellos, D-San Jose,
simplifies the
student
financial aid system.
The bill consolidates
existing
financial
aid
programs into one "Cal
Grant" program. Students
need only fill out one application.
Scholarship applications
will be reviewed by a student
aid commission. The commission will have a student
member.
SB 557 sponsored by
Larry
Assemblyman
Kapiloff, D-San Diego,
requires the California post
secondary education commission to develop uniform
standards and criteria for
reporting and estimating
student enrollment and
attendance.
These estimates are used
for budgetary requests from
the publicly funded colleges
and universities of California.
According to Rico, there
have been discrepancies in
the past regarding monies
allocated for incoming
students in the University of
California system and incoming students in the
California State Colleges and
University system. These
discrepancies provided the
impetus for SB 557.
Illegal searches prohibited
SB 1153, sponsored by
Sen. Roberty Presley, DRiverside, prohibits searches of student’s dorm
rooms at public colleges and
universities without a search
warrant.
This measure has come to
be known as the student’s bill

of rights bill. It gives
students living in dorms the
same protection against
illegal seizure of evidence as
persons living in houses and
apartments.
Senior’s fees waived
SB 274, sponsored by
Sen. Alfred Alquist, D-San
Jose, sets up a pilot program
for two state college campuses to waive fees for senior
citizens.
Rico said it is likely SJSU
will be one of these campuses since it was SJSU
President John Bunzel who
initiated the tuition -free
proposal.
AB 831, sponsored by
Assemblyman
Alfred
Siegler, D-Santa Rosa,
provides that an unemployed
person can not be disqualified for unemployment

compensation just because
he is a student.
AB 229, sponsored by
Assemblyman
John
Vasconcellos, D-San Jose,
appropriates $200,000 to
establish
and
operate
campus child development
centers at colleges and
universities

.
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LOW COST
Auto
Insurance
for College Students
289-8681
CAMPUS INSURANCE
SAN JOSE
404 -S-3rd St.

(2nd floor, 3rd

& San Salvador)

"A REAL GREEK HAPPENING"
Saturday and Sunday, October 11 & 12, 1975

SANTA CLARA
COUNTY FAIRGROUNDS
EXPOSITION HALI (tam ()r

Continuous entertainment from 12:00 noon on -both daNs
Adults.
Children:
Phone 243-2134 or 243-0507 for information
ponsored’ii
( "’mounds iii
Clara Count\

Associated Students Positions
Spartan Shops
1 -Position for Student at Large
The written and fiscal setting body for
the bookstore, student union food services, coffee shop and dormitory dining
commons.

Winter Carnival
Cornmittee
7 Positions Open
The purpose of this committee is to plan
direct and coordinate activities for the
Winter Carnival. All activities shall be
planned for the enjoyment of the student
body.

Contact A.S. Personnel Officer, Pamela Wade
A.S. Offices 3rd kiwi, Student Union
est. call 277-320I

POCKET BILLIARDS CLASS
Two 10-week classes ..44774;i,,,
Mondays 2:30-4:00
(Oct. 13 -Dec. 1)
Fridays 10:30am.noon
(Oct. 17-Dec. 12)
Taught by Professional Billiard
Instructor Hal Mix

Fee -110.00

Information & Signups at the Assoc. Students Bus. Office.

